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The Directory rules France for 4 years, weakened by divisions from the left and right. Elected king of
Bohemia Ferdinand II- ;about to gain control of important Bohemia, betrayed promise of religious liberties to
Bohemians- led to the Defenestration of Prague. Piece of Amiens- ; signed with Britain, didn't last long. John
Kay- invented the flying shuttle in made weaving a lot faster, which created a bigger demand for spun yarn,
which stimulated more inventions. Protestant work ethic popular. Very ruthless and harsh belief of ruling
Castiglione- ;wrote the Book of the Courtier how to gain fame, introduced the Renaissance Man. Combination
Acts- Parliament passed, prevented union activity. Capitalism shaped European society and everyday life.
Edmund Burke- ;major conservative, called for change through adaptation instead of violent revolution like
French revolution Joseph de Maistre- ;also opposed French revolution and how it became chaos. Committed to
individual freedom. Berlin Conference meant to establish colonies for all Europeans, no regards for cultural
divisions. Government authority was affected by competition between monarchs and minority groups. Pietist
Revival- initiated in Germany by Count von Zinzendorf, more liberal Edict of Toleration- enacted by Joseph II
of Austria, granted toleration to Jews William Hogarth- ;great illustrator, told many stories of success and
failure Madame de Geoffrin- ;mediator, hostess of salons that attracted philosophers. Cesare Beccaria- ;On
Crimes and Punishments described of a penal system without torture. Excommunicated by his Jewish
community Ethics as Determined in a Geometric Matter Blaise Pascal- ;invented first successful adding
machine, developed Pascal's triangle. Empirical support based on senses of heliocentric theory- built first
telescope. Social status continued to be defined by class, religion, and gender. Roundheads parliament ,
captured Charles  Empire ended when captured by Prussia. Concentrate in few hands, led to exploitation.


